RE: Request for five-mile setback for wolf hunting and trapping on U.S. Forest Service lands surrounding Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks for public safety and national park wolf protection.

Dear Secretary Vilsack:

Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks are among the most iconic national parks in the world. This year they once again broke records for visitation. They form the core of the recovery zone for the wolf reintroduction. Currently, the boundaries between U.S. Forest Service land and both national parks represent an ecologically abrupt transition that goes from an area of full protection to an area of maximum exploitation. Tens of thousands of people use trails in these boundary areas to view wildlife, especially wolves. Hunters and trappers use the same trails to kill wolves who step outside the parks. With year-round recreation at record levels, the conflict between hunters and trappers on the one hand, and wildlife watchers on the other hand, is a high public safety risk and could lead to serious injury or death.

For instance, a Montana outfitter who guides people to see wolves uses the popular Slough Creek Trail into North Yellowstone. As the wolf watchers hike, they come into contact with armed wolf hunters using the same trail to line up along the boundary. The potential for conflict is of great concern for the outfitter. When people visit these National Parks and take a trail that goes over the border into a National Forest they will be in a zone where there could be random bullets flying around by hunters shooting at wolves. Hikers could also step into a wolf foothold trap or even a snare and not be able to get out. Any one of those possibilities could be fatal.

Furthermore, eliminating wolf hunting and trapping within five miles of the Parks will reduce human-grizzly bear conflict and mortality in important core grizzly habitat, thus furthering the shared goals of wildlife managers across jurisdictions. The current effort underway to end wolf hunting and trapping in wilderness areas—essential to protecting wilderness character—does not apply to National Forest land surrounding Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks where protections are essential for wolves and recreationalists.

We believe that a transition zone would be an appropriate way to address the protection of wolves and public safety. Record visitation this year speaks to the level of interest in the parks and their wildlife. While many species can be found within the park’s 2.5 million acres, one species has drawn people from across the globe to view it—the wolf (Canis lupus).

Recent actions by the legislatures of both Montana and Idaho have allowed for extreme measures to kill sufficiently large numbers of wolves so as to potentially destabilize wolf populations in both states. Wyoming encourages liberal wolf killing. Nowhere is this reckless behavior more on display than on
Forest Service lands that border Yellowstone and Teton Parks. Now that quotas have been removed, fifty percent of the wolves killed by hunters so far this year in Montana have been killed in Wolf Management Units that directly border Yellowstone National Park. After three wolves in the most viewed wolf pack in the world were killed in the first week of hunting season, YNP Superintendent Cam Sholly criticized the wolf season: “Sholly went on record Monday advocating for greater protection of the Parks’ wolves, saying they were “extremely vulnerable” under the state’s newly enacted hunting regulations.” (Billings Gazette, Sept. 27, 2021)

In Idaho, wolves can be trapped and hunted year-round right up to the Yellowstone boundary line. The by-catch of wolf traps and snares is enormous and should be considered: 47% of animals caught by Idaho wolf trappers are non-target species.

In Montana, for six months a year, hunters now bait and night hunt with night scopes and artificial lights on private lands and use electronic calling devices on public lands to lure wolves over the boundary line. Beginning Nov. 27, trappers will set unlimited numbers of snares and traps along boundary lines until March 15. This is not a sport, let’s be clear; these are the actions of people that seek to pull innocent animals out of their protected confines to slaughter. It is disgraceful. It also creates bad public relations for the Forest Service, which appears to approve aggressive targeting of the protected wildlife within national parks’ borders.

While allowing hunting around these parks, Wyoming has already adopted a setback for trapping from park boundaries. A five-mile buffer zone closed to hunting and trapping around Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks would provide consistency and public safety. Wolves can hear calls five miles away depending on terrain. Understanding that the Dingell Act requires “only the smallest amount of lands to be removed for hunting,” we feel that a five-mile setback for wolf hunting and trapping is quite limited. This setback will stop the ability to lure wolves out of the parks so easily and ensure public safety. A safety corridor termed a setback would not defy the Dingell Act.

The groups below and Americans across the nation who own these public lands have come together to request launching the procedure for a swift management change creating a five-mile setback around Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks on all bordering Forest Service lands, in which the hunting and trapping of wolves would be banned.

These are important actions at the federal level which are vital to wolves’ survival. The Forest Service does indeed play a role in wildlife management. Previous successful USFS actions include bear containers and storage for campers, closing Forest Service lands to hunting and trapping due to recreational usage, altering or choosing not to log areas of critical wildlife habitat and closing roads that can impact fisheries and trails for critical wildlife breeding or winter needs.

The following four U.S. National Forests should move quickly to implement these actions: Custer-Gallatin, Caribou-Targhee, Bridger-Teton, and Shoshone National Forests. The U.S. National Forest lands surrounding Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks are some of the most beautiful in the nation. Coordinating with the National Park Service to ensure that wildlife is not needlessly slaughtered is important at this time, as the US Fish and Wildlife Service reviews the wolf’s endangered species status in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. A setback is a tool that could protect these important wolves until such time as the agency has made a final decision on their status.

The wolves of Yellowstone and Grand Teton are iconic. People around the world come to see them. Wolves contribute to the economies of communities and states that border the park—approximately $500 million in 2020 alone, according to the National Park Service. One recent analysis
It is irresponsible to acquiesce to state officials, who in many cases have little or no experience in wildlife or forestry management, dictating wolf policy. The federal government has the power and public support to create common-sense measures which allow sportsmen to hunt while creating a safety zone that will protect wolves that have grown up within the protection of the park and are unwary of humans. This five-mile setback is an important step in recognizing the importance of keystone species such as wolves and the cooperative relationship between the National Park Service and the U.S. Forest Service.

We ask that you move with haste, as the fate of wolves depends on your swift actions. Thank you for your consideration of this urgent request.

Respectfully,

Stephen Capra, Executive Director
Footloose Montana, MT

Brooks Fahy, Executive Director
Predator Defense, OR

Nathan Varley, Ph.D, owner
Yellowstone Wolf Tracker Wildlife Adventure Co.

David Parsons, carnivore conservation biologist
Rewilding Institute, NM

Clint Nagel, president
Gallatin Wildlife Association, MT

Mike Garrity, Executive Director
Alliance for the Wild Rockies, MT

Jocelyn Leroux, WA and MT Director
Western Watersheds Project, ID

Nancy Ostlie, Leader
Bozeman Broadband Great Old Broad for Wilderness, MT

Scott Johnson, owner
Tongue River Ranch, WY

Brenna Galdenzi, President
Protect Our Wildlife, VT

Joseph Scalia 111, Ph.D, president
Gallatin Yellowstone Wilderness Alliance

Maggie Gordon, Executive Director
Bear Creek Council, MT

Affiliate of Northern Plains Resource Council

Derek Goldman, Northern Rockies Field Rep.
Endangered Species Coalition, MT

Rick McIntyre, Yellowstone Naturalist
Yellowstone National Park, MT

George Nickas, Executive Director
Wilderness Watch, MT

Loren Taylor, Executive Director
Wyoming Untrapped, WY

John Potter, Ojibwe fine painter, MT

Kevin Bixby, President
Wildlife for All, NM

Deborah Chase, CEO
Mountain Lion Foundation, CA

Sarah McMillan, Conservation Director
Wildearth Guardians, MT

Donald Molde, Co-founder
Nevada Wildlife Alliance, NV

Kristin Combs, Executive Director
Wyoming Wildlife Advocates, WY
Wally Sykes, Founder
Trap-Free Oregon, OR

Jonathan Way, PhD, Founder
Eastern Coyote/Coywolf Research, MA

Courtney S. Vail, Campaign Director
Oceanic Preservation Society, CA

Jarid Manos, Founder, Board Member
Great Plains Restoration Council, TX

Karol Miller, Founder
06 Legacy, MI

Beatrice M. Friedlander, J.D.
Attorneys for Animals, Inc. MI

Larry Campbell, Executive Director
Friends of the Bitterroot, MT

Sally Vering, Founder
BEAR AWARE, LLC, MT

Marnie Gaede, President
Fund for Wild Nature, CA

Susi Hülsmeyer-Sinay
Exceptional Llama Trekking Adventures, MT

Chris Horndorf
Yellowstone Guidelines Tours, MT

Devan Schowe, Campaigns Associate
Born Free USA, Silver Spring, MD

Chris Bachman
Wildlife and Wildlands Director
Kettle Range Conservation Group, WA

Steve Leach, Executive Director
Stafford Animal Shelter, Livingston MT

Oliver Starr, Executive Director
Tahoe Wolf Center, CA

April Cristofferson
Attorney, Renowned Author

Maggie Howell, Executive Director
Wolf Conservation Center, NY

Co-Recipients

Secretary Deb Haaland
United States Department of Interior
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20240

Director Charles F. (Chuck) Sams III
National Park Service
1849 C St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20240

CC:
Ms. Leanne Marten
Regional Forester
U.S. Forest Service
26 Fort Missoula Road
Missoula, MT 59804

Mr. Mel Bolling
Forest Supervisor
Caribou-Targhee National Forest
1405 Hollipark Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 8340

Ms. Lisa Timchak
Forest Supervisor
Shoshone National Forest
808 Meadow Lane Avenue
Cody, WY 82414

Ms. Mary Erickson
Forest Supervisor
Custer Gallatin National Forest
10 E Babcock
P.O. Box 130
Bozeman, MT 59771

Ms. Tricia O’Connor
Forest Supervisor
Bridger-Teton National Forest
340 N. Cache
P.O. Box 1888
Jackson, WY 83001